
 

Guyton\Walker
Anna Sew Hoy: POW!
March 15 – April 26, 2008

WHAT:
Guyton\Walker
Gallery 1

For their Los Angeles debut at LA><ART, New York-based collaborators Wade Guyton and Kelley Walker 
will produce a series of site-specific silk screened wall paintings as well as a public billboard project on La 
Cienega Boulevard under their collaboration Guyton\Walker.

By appropriating a seemingly random variety of images, some pertaining strongly to consumerism and 
mass media, others only tangentially, and running them through the technological mill, Guyton\Walker 
manipulates chosen iconography to take on new, altered and resonant meanings. With techniques 
ranging from digitally scanning and altering images, forcing canvas through inkjet printers and photo silk-
screening, the artistsʼ innovative use of new technology updates art historical pop cultural co-option.

Anna Sew Hoy: POW!
Project Space
Curated by LA><ART Adjunct Curator Malik Gaines

LA><ART is pleased to present, POW!, a new installation of sculptures by Los Angeles artist Anna Sew 
Hoy. Invoking technologies of healing, Sew Hoy has constructed two oversized casts, one shaped for an 
ankle and one for a wrist, but each large enough to encompass an entire human body. As is the common 
practice among kids in school, the casts will have been signed by invited participants that Sew Hoy will 
have led in an art workshop, as well as the artistʼs own friends and family.

The project as features a video that illustrates the artistʼs research: Sew Hoyʼs father, a medical doctor, 
casts his daughterʼs wrist in an intimate family exercise. Finally, Sew Hoy has elaborated an office water-
cooler with excessive denim forms, emphasizing the simultaneously nourishing and clinical sensibility that 
infuses this scene of recovery.

WHEN:
March 15 – April 26, 2008

March 15, 6PM
Walkthrough with Anna Sew Hoy and Malik Gaines

March 15, 7-9PM
Opening Reception for Guyton\Walker and Anna Sew Hoy: POW!
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